The aim of this article is to approach the single case study The JackRoller from a conflict-oriented perspective. The article examines the different meanings of 'home' in the biographical narration and the ambivalence of 'home-sickness'. By tracing the latent meaning of this category, a deeper level of conflict that is hidden in the narrative can be revealed. It will be argued that in the concept of 'home-sickness', an underlying conflict of attachment and autonomy becomes apparent. The central argument of the article is that in order to analyze and comprehend biographical processes in depth, it is vital to hermeneutically reconstruct the central biographical conflicts. From this perspective, the subjective meaning of delinquency in the individual biography can be disclosed.
Social scientific interest in single cases in the context of deviant behavior is not new; in fact, there is a reasonably strong tradition of the single case study in criminological research (Meuser and Löschper, 2002) . The Chicago School social scientists of the 1930s-Nels Anderson, William I. Thomas, Frederic Trasher, William F. Whyte among others-are known especially for their detailed case studies of deviance and delinquency. Their work explored both the social setting of the metropolis and the individual's experience of the urban society, economics and changing process of modern industrialization in these areas. Clifford Shaw's The Jack-Roller might be the most famous example of the latter case studies.
However, in contemporary criminological research, single case studies have become rare. Instead, single case studies now tend to be associated with sensationalism, and are mostly presented for their uniqueness or to whet public outrage (e.g. the cases of Jeffrey Dahmer or Aileen Wuornos). The fascination humans have with the single case is obvious in the public's reaction to such exceptional crimes. Yet, as Shaw demonstrated with The Jack-Roller, the use of a single case approach to analyze ordinary, everyday deviance or delinquency can be equally interesting and fruitful, opening new perspectives on topics that otherwise receive little attention.
In our own research, we are currently analyzing qualitative interviews with young men who are or have been imprisoned in Germany (Koesling, 2003 (Koesling, , 2004 Neuber, 2003; Bereswill, 2004a) .
1 This qualitative, longitudinal study offers insight into the biographical processes of male adolescents before and after imprisonment. Our analysis and interpretation of the adolescents' biographical experiences is based on an understanding of the biography as an intersection of individual and society (Bertaux, 1981; Alheit and Dausien, 1991) . We do not, however, share the view that biographies are a mere result of piled-up experiences, that they are a linear and chronological development. We approach biography from a psychodynamic view as a 'multi-layered synthesis; a synthesis of conscious and unconscious impulses and past and present experiences' (Bereswill, 2004b: 14) . From this perspective it is equally important to take a psychosocial perspective, whereby the inner world or psychodynamic structure of the subject is understood to be in a complex relational and conflicting interaction with institutional and societal structures, a process that is characterized by constant frictions and intersections between internal and external structure.
This perspective shapes our approach to the written autobiography of Stanley, the 'jack-roller'. By restricting the analysis to the manifest text of the written narrative, we are left with rather flat conclusions. This becomes clear when we sum up the basic information we gather from the autobiographical account: Stanley, the narrator, grows up under difficult family circumstances in a ghetto-like area of Chicago in the early 20th century. He is mistreated by a stepmother he hates, and spends his childhood on the streets or institutionalized, influenced by his surroundings and delinquent peers. These conditions lead to the development of what has been regarded (and rarely questioned) as a typical 'criminal career' 2 from which he desists 3 after the intervention of Clifford R. Shaw, the biography's editor, among others.
On the surface, Stanley's story seems to illustrate prevailing theories on criminal careers. Yet to take his manifest account as a literal chronology of events reduces its value dramatically. To treat this rich autobiographical material as simply an illustration of a 'typical' criminal career would be to fail to appreciate the dynamics and ambivalences of his narrative that emerge when it is understood as a subjective interpretation rather than a factual life history (Maruna, 2001) .
In this light, his story has the form of a familiar justificatory narrative 4 and seems often clichéd and overly formulaic. The story develops linearly, one step leads apparently to the other; there are hardly any inner conflicts or contradictions. In fact, taken at face value, the story tells us little about
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Stanley's actions and reactions, nor does it enable us to find out about his course of action and life history. It is the further interpretation that makes the case study fruitful as it enables us to draw conclusions on a more abstract level, and to apply these findings in a wider theoretical context.
Using the psychosocial approach outlined above, we present a closer exploration of the aspects and central phenomena that can be detected throughout the text. We conducted our analysis in two steps. First, in order to identify the basic categories and the ways in which they are related to each other, we analyze Stanley's narrative using a grounded theory approach (Glaser and Strauss, 1967/1977) . Second, in order to analyze the biographical conflicts mirrored in these categories, we draw upon the tradition of indepth hermeneutics (Lorenzer, 1986; Bereswill and Ehlert, 1996) . It is the analysis of the use of language that enables us to reach the latent meaning of the text. This latter, interpretive analysis allows for an examination of the motives hidden within the manifest narrative.
We first explore and analyze the different meanings of 'home' in Stanley's narrative. This produces an interesting ambiguity, expressed in Stanley's 'homesickness' that will be further explored. The ambiguity of his 'home-sickness' is then placed in the context of his early stealing, which is linked to the dynamics of home and truancy. The exploration of the deeper level of conflict leads to a discussion of the process of change or turning point when Stanley is at 'home' with his foster-mother, Mrs Smith. Our conclusion brings together the central aspects within a psychosocial and conflict-oriented perspective.
'The hole I called home'
The category of 'home' has an enduring importance for Stanley throughout his life history. 'Home' serves as a psychosocial category: it represents both the social frame (society and family as an institution) and the psychic realm of the individual. In other words, 'home' can be understood as existing both in Stanley's inner world-his subjective interpretation-and as an outer world of relationships. This will become clear as we turn to his biographical narration.
Stanley does not elaborate on his very early childhood. He provides little or no information or interpretation of the time when his mother was still alive. His narrative is focused on his experiences after his mother's death, and in particular on the character of his stepmother. Stanley begins with a general statement about 'Fate', the circumstances into which people are born and the influence this has on their life. He continues: 'As far back as I remember, my life was filled with sorrow and misery. The cause was my stepmother, who nagged me, insulted me, and drove me out of my own home' (Shaw, 1930 (Shaw, /2002 . The home he lives in at that time is referred to as a 'hole', which not only devalues it, but implies that there is a hole or a gap in his life in the sense that something is missing from it. Like the aforementioned passage, this observation points to Stanley's loss of his mother, which he hardly ever mentions in the narrative. Again, we find a motif of emptiness, a gap or something missing: the home is not whole. At the same time, he speaks of this 'hole' as the place to which he wants to return-though fear prevents him from doing so. This expresses the painful ambiguity of 'home'. It is the only home Stanley has, and he desperately wants to belong.
Winnicott viewed true deprivation as the 'loss of something good that has been positive in the child's experience up to a certain date … and then has been withdrawn ' (1985: 124) . It might be that Stanley is searching for this 'something good', when he goes back to the family's old home (in Bridgeport), a place that represents the time in his early childhood when his mother was still alive. Stanley's solitary act of going back to Bridgeport contrasts with his reference to 'our old home'. This points to a connection to other people who would also regard Stanley's 'old home' as theirs. What is notable about this difference is the sense of belonging implied. We are not told anything about Stanley's mother and the exact circumstances of the family situation before the arrival of his stepmother. At this point, however, a central conflict in Stanley's narrative of 'home' and childhood is the attempt to return to a 'good' point and to regain the positive experience that has been withdrawn from him.
Stanley's childhood is characterized by his truancy: he runs away from the family, is picked up after a couple of days or weeks and then brought back to his father and stepmother by the police, only to run away again a couple of days later. From his account we learn that in the course of his odyssey as a child, he is taken in by various persons-sometimes strangers, but also his sister-who provide meals and a place to rest. Stanley feels welcome and well cared for at first, but he never stays for long. Stanley often flees these situations or is picked up and arrested by the police for petty crimes or loitering. There are many informal encounters, for example the vice president of the company he works for and who also takes him in (pp. 86-7), or the prostitute Stanley stays with for a month when he is about 12 (pp. 76-7).
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Stanley's truancy can be read as an attempt to return to a lost 'home'. Indeed, this search is the motive that frames the whole narrative. He sets out from a home in which he feels a stranger although, from his perspective, it is his stepmother who is the stranger. One especially important or happy time in Stanley's life appears to be the time he spent with an Irish family. Picked up by the woman in a church, he stays with her for a short time, feeling 'happy and contented' with her and her children (p. 60). Stanley had been searching for a new home with particular qualities and he seems to find them in the Irish family where he is allowed to play with the other children and eat as much as he likes: 'My! but it was a great life and I could have lived there forever' (p. 61). However, after four or five weeks, Stanley is again picked up by the police as he is buying sweets with some pennies he has been given. His new 'happy home' is not accepted by the authorities who, despite Stanley's repeated pleas not to be sent home, again place him with the stepmother.
At the same time, Stanley's own ambivalence is apparent in his constant search and return. It is thus not merely the number of times he mentions 'home', but rather the inherent ambiguity of this phenomenon that catches the careful reader's attention. This ambivalence is most obvious in Stanley's repeated mention of 'home-sickness': 'The quietness of the farm made me blue and finally homesick. … I went to my stepmother's home' (p. 74). On the one hand, Stanley says that he hates his stepmother, yet he always returns to the 'stepmother's home'. Although he desperately wants to feel and be at home, being there makes him so sick he has to get away again: 'Becoming disgusted, I left home, without knowing where to go' (p. 71).
During his childhood, it appears that Stanley runs away from home primarily because he feels maltreated by his stepmother. In particular, he may run in order to draw attention to his situation, although these cries for help are disregarded by authority figures. There is, however, another facet to Stanley's truanting from home. Apart from feeling unwanted, he also mentions his desire for adventure and freedom. Adventure on the streets, in this context, stands for courage, fearlessness and autonomy, whereas home is connected with the experience of fear and powerlessness. Stanley feels heroic roaming the streets: 'Other boys could make it on their own hooks, and so could I' (p. 63). Although only a small boy, he can manage to get by on his own. Yet, the autonomy that emerges out of Stanley's 'waywardness' 6 is superficial, as it is without social bonding, and indeed without any clear objective.
After being driven out of his home by his stepmother, Stanley sets out to make himself 'at home' in the wider world or 'on the streets', in his terms. The opposite of the 'home' concept is thus the spirit of freedom and adventure that Stanley finds on the streets. The categories 'adventure' and 'freedom' are indicators for Stanley's striving for autonomy and individuation. The ambiguity of 'home-sickness' thus points toward the ambivalent concept of 'home' and to the difficulties of an early and superficial autonomy, which is mirrored by his stealing.
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Stealing away from home
Stanley's early autonomy is triggered as well as expressed by his early stealing which basically serves two functions. First, he steals out of economic necessity, as his stepmother requires payment for boarding. She encourages and orders him and the other children to steal, a practice that was probably not that unusual for that time and the place where they were living (see Shaw, 2002: 34-6) . Second, on a deeper level, he seems to steal because it is the only way he knows to gain praise and recognition from his stepmother, as illustrated in the following quotation: 'In spite of all my stealing for her, the stepmother continued to favor her own children, and to beat me' (p. 54). The crucial thing about Stanley's stealing is that, although he is sent out to do it, he is also severely punished for it-through beatings and contempt. The recognition he hopes to achieve is thus smothered. What remain hidden in the narration are Stanley's feelings of rivalry and envy toward the other children. He depicts himself as longing for a caring and bonding relationship like the one his half-sisters and half-brothers appear to have, yet this is repeatedly denied him.
There is a parallel between the stealing and truanting in Stanley's narrative. Stanley's delinquency can be seen as involving both rebellion and strict conformity (following orders). Being forced out of the house, Stanley signals-to officials who pick him up-that he does not want to go 'home' because he cannot stand not to be loved or cared for. His delinquency develops out of an attempt to gain recognition-at the same time, stealing also proves his autonomy to him. On Madison Street, Stanley feels that he is part of a 'brotherhood' (p. 80) where he is accepted for what he does.
For Stanley and his fellow runaways, survival on the streets is necessarily connected to delinquency. There is a clear, continual progression from Stanley's early stealing in childhood to his later involvement in jack-rolling and robbery in his early youth that also mirrors the autonomy and attachment lacking in his home life. Being a criminal who works for himself and makes a living on the streets proves to Stanley that he is grown up and no longer a child in need of others. He develops a sense of autonomy and freedom linked to a certain waywardness. On the other hand, Stanley experiences respect only when he adheres to the rules of his peers and the law of the streets.
Viewed from a psychoanalytical perspective, there is a symbolic meaning to theft committed by small children. Put simply, young children who steal are usually motivated by their lack of something (attention, love, etc.). This lack, of course, does not refer to a mere loss, but rather to a more complex dynamic of inner conflict (Aichhorn, 1925 (Aichhorn, /1965 Bowlby, 1944; Winnicott, 1985) . In Stanley's case, after initially stealing to please his stepmother, he later does so for the admiration and respect of peers: 'I showed him [his friend] the bank roll, and that strengthened our friendship considerably' (p. 85). The tone of this quotation may be ironic or even cynical, but in fact, most of the friendships in Stanley's narrative are centered solely on money and the exchange of material goods. This leads, of course, to disappointment Theoretical Criminology 11(4) 506 on Stanley's part: for example the incident over the stolen luggage on the train. It seems that relationships in Stanley's narrative are mostly established through material exchange, which calls into question the role and importance of these social attachments.
Who is 'home'?
Stanley's rejection of responsibility is explicitly connected with his stepmother in the manifest text material. For Stanley, she is directly responsible for his fate as a criminal. The fact that Stanley's narrative so frequently centers on his stepmother invites us to focus on latent meanings, including unspoken conflicts within this dynamic. It is remarkable, for instance, how little information he provides about the stepmother as a person, and also how superficially the quality of their negative relationship is described. Indeed, this superficiality can be found all through the narrative, as Stanley hardly ever describes the qualities of relationships. Thus, the descriptions he gives of most significant others in his narrative remain rather vague.
Stanley's father, another character who lives in the center of 'home', is a perfect illustration of this. Interestingly, Stanley interprets his father's emotionally rather indifferent attitude toward him and the other children in the man's favor; the father does not 'whimper' and adheres to Stanley's ideal of parental duties, namely being 'the good provider ' (p. 48) . Within the polarization that Stanley depicts regarding his father, the 'good provider', and his 'hell-cat' (p. 49) of a stepmother, he may criticize the father's lack of affection toward his children, but he immediately justifies and excuses it; the father could not help it. This is how Stanley justifies that his father cannot spare him or save him from the miserable experiences with his stepmother. He infers that the father has been coerced by her as if she has bewitched him. The situation is bitter, but not the father's responsibilty: 'My father couldn't interfere, because if he did the stepmother would threaten to leave' (p. 49).
7 Although Stanley's father is described in an idealized way, no specific account of interaction between him and Stanley found its place in the story. The lack of narrated scenes with the father and the idealized image Stanley holds of him point to an unsettled conflict of autonomy and emotional ties between Stanley and his father.
It is, however, hardly possible to reconstruct the nature of this conflict from the scant material the case provides on this aspect. Still, the possibility of this paternal conflict makes sense within the dynamic interplay of conflicting motives we have highlighted in Stanley's narrative centering on the ambiguous and contradictory notion of home, his home-sickness and stealing. The central conflict in Stanley's sense of self might best be contained within the following quotation regarding his stepmother: 'I made up my mind to take care of myself and to live with her at the same time' (p. 81). This short sentence captures the tension between a striving for autonomy or self-assertion and a need for motherly care and recognition. It highlights the difficult compromise Stanley
Koesling & Neuber-The 'home-sickness' of The Jack-Roller 507 resolves to make between autonomy and emotional ties, between home and freedom. The quotation also expresses a stark contradiction in Stanley's selfnarrative: Stanley cannot be cared for while living with his primary caregiver, his stepmother. He is, actually, too young to live on his own, although this point is not made explicit in the text. The fact that Stanley very rarely mentions his actual age in the narrative makes it difficult to track the precise timing of events in his story. This difficulty, however, is only partly due to the lack of information in the text. Indeed, it is rather a central element of his narrative that it makes him appear remarkably mature and wise for his years. The adolescent narrator's access to his experiences as a child in retrospective combines with the early and enforced autonomy he experiences as a child and emphasizes in the narrative to underscore this impression.
Autonomy and attachment appear incompatible with each other in Stanley's life, creating an essential ambivalence. Stanley's early experiences of denied recognition and violence at home and his longing for a bonding relationship act to limit his autonomy. He is looking for a 'home', while his rather disproportionate ideal of autonomy does not involve close relationships. This conflict is manifested in the home-sickness, which comprises the wish to belong somewhere and the 'waywardness' he displays. The wish to belong does not refer to a place, but to a person who 'is' home.
At home with Mrs Smith
How does Stanley approach the transformation from adventure and a state of accentuated autonomy to relationship and attachment? There is a change in his narrative when he lives with Mrs Smith. After his release from 'The House of Corruption', Stanley turns to 'Mr Shaw', who is acting as his social worker. Shaw places Stanley with a family that Shaw and his colleagues had carefully chosen as a foster home (Shaw, 2002: 166) . This is the first point in the narrative in which Stanley describes 'home' in a positive sense: he has come home at last. Home, in this period of life, not only represents a place to live, but also a space where he feels accepted and where he can go if anything bothers him and where positive achievements can be recognized. Describing a short-lived period of employment, Stanley writes: 'I realized and knew what it was to feel independent and able to take care of oneself. Mrs. Smith noticed the change in me, and she commended and praised me, and I felt highly honored ' (p. 179) .
With Mrs Smith, Stanley is able to feel at home (attached) and autonomous at the same time. At work, he experiences recognition and also some sort of autonomy in what he is doing. It is thus his first time to experience both freedom (autonomy) and attachment in one situation-which enables him to feel recognized and accepted: he feels 'honored'. 'The home throughout was modestly furnished and had an atmosphere of warmth and kindness. I had a swell home. [Mrs Smith] never acted superior or snobbish, Theoretical Criminology 11(4) 508 but seemed like a real mother, full of sympathy and understanding ' (p. 171, emphasis added) . This quotation illustrates Stanley's continuing idealization of others, which involves the difficulty of naming negative feelings: suddenly, Stanley has a 'swell' home which is 'modestly furnished'; Mrs Smith is depicted as warm, motherly and understanding, 'never' acting in a negative way. At the same time, this idealization, in contrast to previous accounts of his idealized father, is embedded in experiences of interaction and conflict. Several interactions with Mrs Smith that illustrate their relationship and elucidate its (emotional) qualities are related in detail. Stanley is confused, for instance, when Mrs Smith does not belittle him after he loses his job, but instead tries to help him get it back (reinforcing Stanley's view that she considers him a good and worthy lad). He can hardly believe his good fate-'something seemed to be wrong', he writes (p. 131). Until he meets Mrs Smith, Stanley's food, boarding and 'home' had always been linked to his willingness to work and make money-partly out of economic necessity, partly out of exploitation.
In the part of the narrative that features Mrs Smith, it becomes clear that Stanley's previous attitude-feeling entitled to better treatment and being disappointed by all the people he meets-conceals deep feelings of unworthiness and self-contempt. He is shocked and cannot fully comprehend that somebody respects, acknowledges and even 'honors' him.
Yet, Stanley had been taken in by people and given an occupation before. Is Mrs Smith especially gifted? Why does it take Shaw's intervention and Mrs Smith to create a situation in which Stanley feels he might grow? There are other passages in the narrative when although Stanley feels he has found a home and has become very attached to it, yet he himself chooses to walk away. As Bereswill (this issue) argues, these self-inflicted separations (e.g. from the landlady's daughter) prove to be central moments that initiate this later change.
Conclusion
At the start of the article, we explored the central meaning of 'home' and the ways in which Stanley tries to return to early good memories, the home base and secure space. Exploring conflict, ambivalences and latency in the text, the central themes we identified are the categories 'home' and 'homesickness'. These repeated phrases comprise the external circumstances but also express the inner conflicts of the subject. Further interpretation of these categories on a deeper level allows us to trace the basic conflict of recognition back to early attachment and autonomy. We would argue that against the background of this biographical conflict, Stanley's delinquency (e.g. the early stealing) attains a different meaning. While he offers the 'wicked stepmother' archetype, bad circumstances and 'Fate' as an explanation for his delinquency, we ask for the relation between early stealing, autonomy and attachment which are associated with recognition.
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In the interpretive analysis of biographical motives of conflict, the subjective meaning of delinquency is revealed. Focusing on the subject's interpretation of his or her experiences not only allows us to reconstruct biographical processes, it also elucidates the external structures the subject is confronted with. Therefore, we neither accept these circumstances as an explanation for his delinquency nor do we simply focus on the individual agent (attributing the delinquency purely to a personal psycho-pathology).
Rather, in order to analyze delinquency, we need to take the conflicting tension that lies within the inter-relationship between internal and external structure as the point of departure. This calls for a subject-theoretically informed perspective on deviance and social control. Transitions', see www.kfn.de. 2. The theoretical construction of the criminal career is fed by various theories that assume that the criminal is the product of a certain rearing, family conflicts or a broken home situation (Luckenbill and Best, 1981) . 3. This desistance is called into question in the follow-up autobiography, The Jack-Roller at Seventy (Snodgrass, 1982) . We will, however, refer to and base our argument only on the original Jack-Roller, without taking into account this later follow-up biography to Stanley's life. 4. The 'justification' part of his account is a phenomenon that can be comprehended as an attempt to fulfil the task posed by Clifford R. Shaw. Stanley's situation-being convicted as an offender-encourages him to explain why and how he became what he is and to justify this development, to construct something that makes sense in his current situation as in Goffman's (1961) concept of the 'sad tale' (Maruna and Copes, 2005) . 5. All page numbers refer to the 2002 edition of Shaw (1930) . 6. According to Stierlin (1976 Stierlin ( /1980 , waywardness means having been turned down or being rejected, but also turning away from (implying being pushed away or even flight). 7. In this quotation, it also becomes clear that there are two sides of the idealization: the father is not only lacking in blame himself, he also seems to be another victim of the stepmother. Stanley implies a relationship of dependency between the father and his second wife. 8. In fact, this phenomenon that we have traced in Stanley's autobiographical narrative from the 1920s is also to be found in present interview narratives with young offenders (Bereswill, 2002) . It emerges from the material when we focus on biographical conflicts and latent motives.
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